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A four-finger tapping sensor and associated software have been developed for the investigation 
of timing and rhythm performance and mechanisms in normal subjects and their disruption in 
neurological disorders. The tapping sensor comprises four electronic touch pads and pacing 
lights. A personal computer (PC) is used to control visual and auditory pacing, record the time 
and pad of each tap, and carry out several performance analyses including graphing, phase- 
space plots, calculation of spectra and autocorrelations, filtering and descriptive statistical 
analysis. 

A study was conducted to investigate disruptions of timing and rhythm in subjects with 
Parkinson's disease (PD). Seven Parkinsonian and ten control subjects undertook paced and 
unpaced finger tapping tests. The hastening phenomenon--tapping asynchronously at a speed 
faster than the pacingmwas seen with similar occurrence in both normal and PD subjects and 
appears to be due to perceptual difficulties. No evidence was seen of an increased variability of 
tapping at particular frequencies, contrary to previous reports. Festinated tapping, in which 
subjects cycled between acceleration to near-maximum speed and abrupt slowing down, was 
seen only in PD subjects. As none of these subjects showed significant hastening, it appears 
that hastening and festination are unrelated phenomena. Inspection of variations of finger 
tapping intervals gave no evidence for the presence of deterministic chaos in the control of 
rhythmic tapping. In speed tests performed with and without a weight attached to the finger, it 
was found that, for reasons which remain unclear, normal subjects increased their maximum 
tapping speed with the weight attached. 

Finger tapping Hastening Festinafion Parkinson'sdisease 

INTRODUCTION 

Nakamura et al. [1] and Nagasaki et al. [2,3] 
investigated finger tapping deficits seen in Parkin- 
son's disease (PD). When subjects were asked to tap 
their index fingers synchronously with a periodic 
auditory signal, they observed a tendency for the 
tapping speed to diverge from the pacing speed and 
speed up to around 5-6 Hz, independent of the input 
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signal. This was called the hastening phenomenon. They 
concluded that 'hastened tapping represents an 
intrinsic oscillation in the central nervous system 
which might be masked in normal subjects but 
released in patients with Parkinson's disease. In 
other words there might exist a random oscillation 
with mean frequency of 5-6 Hz in the central nervous 
system which is excited and causes the characteristic 
disturbance of rhythm formation in Parkinson's 
disease.' They also reported an increase in variability 
of finger tapping intervals at frequencies around 2.5 
and 5 Hz. They considered that hastening was related 
to this increased variability in that 'the error of response 
became so large that some patients could no longer 
maintain the synchronized response and showed a 
hastened response due to this intrinsic oscillation.' 

Hastening appears to have similarities to festination, 
an involuntary tendency to accelerate repetitive 
movements such as walking and speech. Although 
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festination appears to be a frequently observed feature 
of Parkinson's disease [4], there appears to be little in 
the research literature on this phenomenon. Nara- 
bayashi and Nakumara [5] associated festination with 
freezing, 'a specific phenomenon characterized by 
difficulty in starting or continuing repetitive move- 
ments such as gait, speech and handwriting. Freezing 
is also observed as a result of festination in these 
movements.' Festinated gait is the most commonly 
reported type of festination and was thought to be due 
to the patient 'falling forward' to walk due to the 
stooped patient's pursuit of their centre of gravity. 
However, this assumption may be questioned as it can 
occur without any anteroflexion of the spine [4]. 

There is a growing body of evidence which indicates 
that neurons are complex non-linear devices, capable 
of generating chaotic behaviour [6-9]. The chaotic 
behaviour of neurons may manifest itself in periodic 
activities of the body, such as the heartbeat, which has 
been found to exhibit chaotic behaviour including 
'strange-like attractors' in the phase space plots, 1 / f  
spectra, and fractal structures [10]. It is possible that 
other activities involving the human body clock, such 
as finger tapping, could also exhibit chaos. 

Jones et al. [11] have developed a comprehensive 
PC-based sensory-motor test battery for quantitative 
assessment of the upper-limb sensory-motor system. 
The system requires a 386/486 PC, dual high- 
resolution colour graphic boards and monitors (one 
for assessor, one for subject), an A/D board, and two 
input devices--a steering wheel and a floor-mounted 
joystick. All tests are run and analysed by a program 
called SMTESTS, which is written in Turbo Pascal, 
menu-drive, flexible and user-friendly. The sensory- 
motor tests cover measurement of visuospatial (verbal 
response only), motor (minimal visual content), and 
tracking (substantial visual and motor requirements) 
functions [12,13]. Until recently the tests and input 
devices focused on proximal arm function with little 
attention given to the measures of the distal arm 
functions (i.e. wrist and fingers). The only distal test 

available was that of grip strength, a gross measure of 
hand control which gives no indication of finger 
dexterity, speed and reaction times. 

This paper presents a multi-finger tapping sensor 
and associated software in the SMTESTS system which 
were developed to help fill some of the needs for 
measurement of distal function. This is followed by a 
description of the application of these tests in a study 
of multi-finger tapping and rhythmic abilities in 
normal and PD subjects, in which an emphasis has 
been placed on investigation of the aforementioned 
phenomena. 

APPARATUS 
Hardware 

An electronic touchpad was constructed with four 
stainless steel touch plates, arranges in a fan shape to 
cater for hands of different sizes, and a fifth plate on 
which the hand rests (Fig. 1). Two 5 mm light-emitting 
diodes (LED) were mounted at the front of each plate. 
The green confirmation~feedback LED illuminates when 
the plate is touched. The red pacing LED is illuminated, 
as required, under computer control. An oscillator 
(1.5 kHz) is attached to the fifth plate which resistively 
induces a small sinusoidal current (~ 2.5 #A) in the 
hand. When a finger touches one of the touch plates 
the induced 1.5 kHz signal on the finger is of sufficient 
amplitude (> 1.2 V) to act as a logic high at the input of 
a high impedance CMOS NOR gate and hence toggle 
the gate's output. Capacitively induced voltages from 
surrounding mains sources are also present on the 
subject's hand and body. Although these are often of 
sufficient amplitude to be detected by the CMOS gate, 
they were considered unsuitable for the sensor due to 
their low frequency (50 Hz) which would introduce a 
temporal error of up to 20 ms. The output from the 
sensor is thus a 1.5kHz square-wave (due to the 
oscillating input) whenever a finger touches a plate. 
Each of the four channels of the touch sensor were 
sampled at 1 kHz by a PCL812 data acquisition board 
in a 386/486 PC. 

FIGURE 1. Multi-finger tapping sensor. 

Software 
Software for the multi-finger tapping sensor was 

written in Turbo Pascal version 6.0 and integrated into 
the existing SMTESTS software. Extensive use was 
made of the existing utilities developed for the system 
such as the graphing and menu libraries, and file 
handling procedures. 

The result is a user-friendly system with the 
following features: 

• Menu-selectable tests including maximum tapping 
speed, paced and unpaced tests; 

• Pop-up tables (with defaults) for setting test 
parameters; 
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TABLE 1. Performance on tapping speed tests (taps/s) 
Median (Range) 

Test Parkinsonian Normal Difference % 
Right index 4.7 (2.3-5.4) 
Right index with weight 3.8 (2.6-5.4) 
Right index repeated 4.8 (2.1-5.6) 
Left index 4.8 (2.4-5.1) 
Two finger 1.9 (0.9-5.2) 
Four finger 0.8 (0.4-3.8) 
Paced maximum 5.7 (3.1-6.0) 
Paced max. with weight 4.9 (3.8-6.4) 

5.2 (3.5-6.1) 0.5 10 
5.7 (4.1-6.4) 1.9 33 
5.3 (4.3-6.2) 0.5 9 
4.8 (4.0-6.0) 0.0 0 
3.6 (2.3-4.8) 1.7 48 
1.1 (0.7-3.4) 0.3 28 
5.7 (4.2-6.8) 0.0 0 
6.0 (4.5-7.0) 1.1 18 

-p < 0.10, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01 (1-tailed). 

• Automatic storage of all raw data for post- 
experimental retrieval and analysis at a later stage; 

• Several signal processing and analysis tools includ- 
ing artifact removal, filtering, calculation of spectra 
and autocorrelations, and descriptive statistical 
analyses; 

• Several graphing tools including line graphs, phase- 
space plots and histograms. 

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 

Subjects 
The study involved seven Parkinsonian subjects, six 

males and one female with mean age of 66.5 yr, and ten 
control subjects, six males and four females with mean 
age 67.5yr. The PD subjects were assessed as being 
within grades I to III on the Hoehn-Yahr severity scale 
[14], had no 'on-off ' ,  no dyskinesia, and had reason- 
ably intact mentation, and remained on their usual 
anti-Parkinsonian medication throughout the study. 
All subjects were right handed. One PD subject was 
deaf and could not carry out the auditory paced tests. 

Procedures 
Three sets of tapping experiments were performed: 

maximum speed, paced and unpaced. The speed tests 
were performed for 10 s (from the first tap) with the 
right index finger, then with an 84 g weight attached to 
the finger and again without the weight, then with the 
left index finger. These were followed by two and four 
finger speed tests. During the paced tests, 30 visual 
and auditory pacing stimuli were given via the red 
LED and a 400 Hz tone, generated by the computer 
speaker, respectively. Tests were performed at fre- 
quencies from 0.8Hz up to the subject's maximum 
tapping frequency in increments of 0.2 Hz with the 
right index finger, the left index finger, the right index 
finger with a weight attached, and finally the right 
index finger with visual pacing only. 

The unpaced test was performed with the right 
index finger only. This began with the subjects tapping 
in time with a sequence of 20 pacing signals at 2.5 Hz, 
after which the pacing stopped and they continued to 
tap for 5 min at what they considered was the same 
rate. The number of missed and double taps, relative 

to the number of taps in the test, was calculated as an 
index of incoordination. A missed tap was defined as an 
interval >1.5 times the mean tap interval and a double 
tap an interval < 0.75 times the mean tap interval. 

The speed, paced, and unpaced tests were repeated 
with two fingers (alternating index and middle) 
and four fingers (strumming from little to index 
fingers). 

Statistical comparisons were made using the non- 
parametric Mann-Whitney and Wilcoxon tests. 

To enable the detection of deterministic chaos in the 
control of finger tapping, a comparison was made of 
phase-space plots unpaced finger tapping intervals 
with known chaotic and random signals. The chaotic 
signals were generated from the logistic equation and 
the Rossler system. Random intervals were obtained 
by generating gaussian-distributed random numbers 
and scaling them to approximately the same ampli- 
tude and range as finger tapping intervals. In a phase-  
space plot each interval in a series is plotted against a 
previous interval in the same series with the shift 
between the two intervals being kept constant; a shift 
of '1' was chosen for this study such that immediately 
previous intervals were plotted against current 
intervals. If present, chaotic characteristics show up 
as a 'near periodic' pattern (i.e. near cyclic but not 
quite overlapping). Conversely, if the intervals are 
random there are no patterns in the phase-space plot. 

RESULTS 

Maximum speed 
PD subjects were slower than normal subjects on the 

single and two finger tests but, with the exception of 
the weight test, only with marginal significance 
(Table 1). No difference was found between the right 
(dominant) and left hands for normal subjects (5.2 vs. 
4.8, 7.7%, NS). The maximum speed of the normal 
subjects was found (by linear regression analysis) to 
lower with age by an overage of 0.21 taps per second 
per year of age. 

When a weight was attached to their index finger 
the maximum speed of the PD subjects was con- 
siderably slower than that of normal subjects. How- 
ever, whereas PD subjects slowed by 19% (NS) relative 
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FIGURE 2. An example of hastened finger tapping where a subject 
suddenly looses synchronism with the visual and auditory pacing. 
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FIGURE 4. An example of festinated (accelerated) tapping during an 
unpaced test in a subject with Parkinson's disease. Note the cycles of 

gradual acceleration followed by abrupt slowing down. 

to their initial single finger speed, normal subjects 
increased their maximum tapping rate by 9% (p < 0.05) 
(Table 1). When repeated without the weight, the 
speed achieved by both PD and normal subjects was 
slightly (2%, NS) faster than the initial test in each case, 
indicating a possible practice effect even on such a 
simple task. Furthermore, maximum speed achieved 
after performing many paced tests was considerably 
higher again in PD and normal subjects (21%, p < 0.05 
and 19%, p < 0.01 respectively). The 'weight' effects 
observed above were seen again, but to a lesser degree, 
on comparing maximum speed achieved after per- 
forming many paced tests with the weight to that 
attained without the weight (4.9 vs. 5.7 Hz, NS, for PD 
subjects; 6.0 vs. 5.7 Hz, NS, for normal subjects). 

Hastening 
Plots of tapping frequency vs. pacing frequency 

for paced tests showed that the hastening pheno- 
menon occurred in PD and normal subjects; that is, 
finger tapping lost synchronism with the pacing signal 
and sped up, in some cases to near maximum speed 
(Fig. 2). 

Several observations were 
hastening phenomenon: 

noted regarding the 

Hastening was not restricted to, nor occurred more 
frequently in, Parkinson's disease. At least one 
instance of hastening (out of six series of paced 
tests) occurred in 5/7 (71%) of PD and 7/10 (70%) of 
normal subjects. 
There was a strong tendency for hastened tapping to 
reach a fixed hastened frequency irrespective of 
pacing frequency. A high correlation was found 
between hastened and maximum frequencies 
(taken from the highest frequency reached during 
paced tests rather than the initial speed tests) for 
both PD subjects (r = 0.95) and normal subjects 
(r = 0.99) although the two frequencies were 
different (4.6 vs. 5.0, p < 0.01 for PD subjects; 4.2 
vs. 4.4Hz, p <  0.005 for normal subjects). The 
median frequency for normal subjects was lower 
than that for PD subjects as the latter could not 
perform the multi-finger tests (which have lower 
medians than single finger tests) and were unable to 
synchronize with the pacing even at the slowest 
frequencies. In contrast four normal subjects 
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FIGURE 3. An example of finger tapping that slowed down on losing 
synchronism with the visual (only) pacing. 
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FIGURE 5. Tapping frequency vs. paced frequency for the same PD 
subject as in Figure 4. Note the lack of hastening despite this subject 

having exhibited marked festination. 
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FIGURE 6. An average of 5 standard deviations vs. frequency plots 
for PD subjects. 

showed hastening on two-finger tests and one on 
the four-finger test. 

• The frequency at which PD subjects lost synchron- 
ism (the frequency of divergence) was considerably 
lower than that of normal subjects (2.6 vs. 4.6 Hz, 
43%, p = 0.07). Some subjects were able to maintain 
synchronism up to their maximum tapping speed, 
in which case their maximum speed was used in 
calculating the average frequency of divergence for 
the group. 

• Visual pacing was more difficult than combined 
auditory/visual pacing. This was best seen by the 
lower frequency of divergence with visual pacing 
(1.0 vs. 2.6Hz for PD subjects; 1.9 vs. 4.6Hz for 
normal subjects). Furthermore, when subjects lost 
synchronism with the visual pacing, 80% of PD and 
67% of normal subjects initially slowed down rather 
than sped up as was seen in all cases of divergence 
on auditory/visual pacing (Fig. 3). 

Festination 
In the single finger unpaced tests, three out of seven 

PD subjects showed a tendency to accelerate almost 
uncontrollably towards their maximum speed after 
initial pacing had ceased. Two of these subjects were 
able to perceive that they had sped up and were able to 
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FIGURE 7. An average of 10 standard deviations vs. frequency plots 
for normal subjects. 
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FIGURE 8. A typical phase-space plot of unpaced finger tapping 
intervals for both PD and normal subjects. 

abruptly slow down, although this was soon followed 
by another burst of uncontrolled acceleration (Fig. 4). 
The third subject initially showed the same pattern of 
cyclic acceleration and slowing down but this 
regressed to staying at maximum speed for the rest of 
the test. Despite their tendency to festinate none of these 
three subjects showed any marked hastening during the 
paced tests (e.g. see Fig. 5). 

Tapping variability 
Plots of standard deviation vs. frequency of tapping 

were inspected qualitatively for major increases in 
tapping variability at and around specific frequencies 
(i.e. shown by larger than background variations and 
over more than one consecutive frequency). No 
definitive increases in tapping variability at specific 
pacing frequencies were seen in any subjects although 
several could be considered to have marginal 
increases. That is, 4/27 (15%) of PD single finger 
tests (right, left, weight and visual pacing) compared 
to 8/40 (20%) of normal single finger cases showed 
equivocal increases in standard deviation. Average 
standard deviations at each frequency were calculated 
for five PD subjects (Fig. 6) and ten normal subjects 
(Fig. 7). The averaging out of much experimental 
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FIGURE 10. Phase-space plot of intervals generated from the logistic 
map. 

fluctuation in individual subject's graphs confirmed a 
lack of variability peaks at specific frequencies. 

Multi-finger coordination 
Both groups, but particularly PD subjects, found 

two- and four-finger paced tests difficult to perform. 
This was reflected, for example, by 5/7 (71%) PD 
subjects being unable to perform the four finger tests 
compared to 1/10 (10%) normal subjects. 

For unpaced tests, the index of incoordination was 
worse in the PD subjects than the normal group for 
both two fingers (34.5 vs. 2.5%, p < 0.01) and four 
fingers (22.5 vs. 4.5%, p < 0.05). There was no 
difference between the groups in single finger 
coordination. 

Chaos in finger tapping 
Phase-space plots of unpaced finger tapping 

intervals (Fig. 8) can be seen to have very similar 
characteristics to the phase-space plots of stochasti- 
cally random intervals (Fig. 9). Similarities between 
tapping and random intervals were also seen in raw 
data plots and spectral analysis. Finger tapping 
intervals showed none of the distinctive near periodic 
characteristics of deterministic chaos as seen in the 
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phase-space plots of two well known chaotic systems 
(Figs 10 and 11). Thus, there was no evidence of, at 
least, lower dimensional chaos and it would seem that 
finger tapping intervals are governed by a random 
process. 

DISCUSSION 
The weight effect 

Perhaps one of the most unexpected findings from 
this study was the increase in maximum tapping 
speed seen in normal subjects when an 84 g weight 
was attached to their tapping finger. The mechanism 
for this phenomenon is unknown. Although males are 
stronger than females [15], finger strength does not 
appear to be a factor as there was no difference in 
tapping rate between males and females with (4.64 vs. 
5.53, 18%, NS) or without the weight attached (5.58 vs. 
5.67, 2%, NS). 

A possible explanation for faster speed could be an 
increase in finger stiffness. By modelling the finger as a 
mass-spring system [16], the natural oscillation 
frequency of the finger is given by: 

foa ura' = 

where K0 = spring stiffness, m = mass. 
The addition of a small weight to the finger might 

cause an increase in the finger's stiffness (K0) due to 
either increased co-contraction and /or  to increased 
stretch-reflex controlled resistance to movement [17]. 
If the increase in the musde  stiffness is greater than the 
increase in mass (m), this would cause an increase in 
finger natural oscillation frequency. The mass-spring 
model is, however, a gross simplification of the 
biomechanics and neuromuscular control of finger 
movement and, at most, may only give a clue to the 
mechanism behind the finger weight phenomenon. 

Just as the mechanism for weight induced increases 
in tapping rate in normal subjects is unknown, the 
basis for the rate decreasing in PD subjects is also 
uncertain. It can be conjectured that, in addition to a 
generalized increase in stiffness (i.e. 'lead pipe' 
rigidity), PD subjects have diminished reflex control 
of joint and muscle stiffness, thus being unable to 
compensate for increased finger mass as may occur in 
normal subjects. 

Hastening 
Our results on hastening differ from Nakumara et al. 

[1] and Nagasaki et al. [2,3] in two fundamental ways. 
Firstly, they report having observed hastening only in 
some PD subjects and that 'the other patients and 
normals could respond synchronously up to 5-7 Hz'. 
In contrast, our results showed hastening in normal 
subjects as frequently as in PD subjects. Secondly, 
Nagasaki et al. [2] claimed that the hastened tapping 
speed was usually independent of a subject's max- 
imum tapping speed, and possibly at an independent 
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'intrinsic oscillation' frequency. In contrast, our results 
show a high correlation between hastened and 
maximum tapping speeds, with hastened tapping 
occurring at a rate slightly less than maximum. 

The hastening phenomenon may well be caused by 
a perceptual or sensory-motor integrative mecha- 
nism, rather than an intrinsic central nervous system 
oscillation as proposed by Nakumara et al. [1] and 
Nagasaki et al. [2,3]. At lower frequencies, subjects 
could tap synchronously with pacing and were able to 
constantly monitor and modify tapping speed in order 
to maintain synchronism. However, as pacing fre- 
quency increased, several subjects reported being 
aware of being out of synchronism but were uncertain 
whether to speed up or slow down to correct the error. 
When synchronism could not be achieved they 
appeared to aim for a rate which was a combination 
of the perceived pacing speed and that of the previous 
test. That is, the test was started at this estimated 
speed, and from then on minimal use appeared to be 
made of on-going feedback in the form of pacing. As 
subjects received no indication of performance, initial 
estimates of speed are likely to have become more 
inaccurate as testing proceeded due to cumulative 
error in estimating the speed of previous tests. 
Consequently, in some subjects, tapping rate rapidly 
diverged from pacing speed. To verify this cumulative 
error hypothesis, further experiments would need to 
be performed with random rather than uniformly 
increasing pacing frequencies. Under these circum- 
stances tapping frequency might be expected to vary 
randomly around pacing frequency rather than being 
consistently hastened. 

The hypothesis that hastening may be due to a 
perceptual or sensory-motor integrative mechanism 
implies that there is a speed above which subjects 
cannot process information quickly enough to main- 
tain synchronism with pacing, that is, cannot make use 
of continuous feedback of performance. When this 
limit is exceeded, movements become open-loop in 
nature, unable to be corrected by feedback, and may 
hasten or fall behind pacing. This limit appears to vary 
considerably with complexity of task and between 
subjects, with some people able to maintain syn- 
chronism up to a maximum tapping frequency so no 
limit is detectable. 

Other studies have shown a similar closed-loop/ 
open-loop transition. For example, Neilson et al. [18] 
used random tracking tasks with target bandwidths 
varying from 0.1 to 3.9 Hz to show a progressive loss of 
synchronism between target and response between 1 
and 2Hz, which is considerably below the neuro- 
muscular limit of voluntary movement (e.g. see 
maximum tapping rates in this study). Neilson [19] 
also carried out kinaesthetic tests in which movement 
of the left elbow was tracked with the right elbow. 
Again, the maximum frequency at which tracking was 
coherent was 2 Hz. They concluded that movements 

above 2 Hz must be open-loop and therefore learned 
or programmed. Loss of synchronism occurred at 
higher frequencies in the tapping task than ira either of 
these studies (medians of 2.6 Hz for PD subjects and 
4.6 Hz for normal subjects). The difference may be due 
to the repetitive, discrete nature of the tapping task 
and larger cortical input to finger control. The lower 
frequencies at which PD subjects lost synchronism 
with pacing could reflect visual and /or  auditory 
perception deficit or impaired ability to integrate 
sensory and motor functions. 

The frequency at which subjects lost synchronism 
with visual pacing was much lower than with 
combined visual and auditory pacing in both groups 
(1.9 vs. 4.6 Hz for normal subjects; 1.0 vs. 2.6 for PD 
subjects). Thus it appears more difficult to synchronize 
tapping with visual than auditory stimuli (based on 
the assumption that the auditory stimulus is the 
important factor in combined pacing). This could 
reflect longer times required to process visual 
information and is in keeping with visual reaction 
times being longer than auditory (e.g. 200 vs. 150 ms 
[20]). 

Subjects tended to fall below the pacing frequency 
with visual and hasten with auditory stimuli, suggest- 
ing under and over estimation of pacing rates 
respectively. It is unclear whether this is related to 
the longer delays in processing visual information or 
reflects a more 'urgent' nature in auditory stimuli. 

Festination 
The basis for festination is uncertain. However, as it 

occurs during unpaced activities, it may be related to 
tasks in which subjects rely on their 'internal clocks' to 
maintain rhythm. Although superficially similar to 
hastening, festination appears unrelated, with none of 
the three subjects who exhibited festination showing 
significant hastening. That is, during paced tests they 
were able to control their speed over the entire 
frequency range without accelerating to some max- 
imum as they did in the unpaced tests. 

Most normal and PD subjects sped up to some 
degree during unpaced tests which could indicate that 
'internal clocks' (which may control tapping speed) 
have a tendency to speed up. This has also been 
observed in other rhythmical activities. Thus, musi- 
cians, particularly if novice, tend to slowly increase 
their tempo throughout a song. Festination in PD 
subjects could reflect impaired control over this 
natural tendency. Paradoxically, this appears in 
conflict with postulated slowing of basal internal 
clock rate in PD based on underestimation of time 
intervals [21]. Two explanations for festination are 
possible. The first is that the intrinsic resting tremor is 
responsible for festinated tapping. This is supported 
by festinated tapping occurring at approximately the 
same frequency as a typical resting tremor (5 Hz) and 
appearing to be out of voluntary control. The second is 
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that we may possess two body clocks, namely: (a) a 
relatively stable real-time clock used in, say, time 
estimation tasks; and (b) a phase-locked loop dock 
whose reference frequency may be adjusted to the rate 
of some pacing signal. If the latter clock is poorly 
controlled, as may occur in PD, then in the absence of 
pacing, there may be an involuntary tendency for a 
rapid increase in tapping (i.e. festination). The real 
time clock could, at the same time, remain slow. It 
must be emphasized, however, that the above 
mechanisms remain speculative and without experi- 
mental support. 

Although the PD subjects who exhibited festination 
had difficulty preventing the speeding up, they were 
able to revert back to their perceived reference speed 
after a substantial delay. This difficulty may reflect an 
extreme form of the difficulty PD subjects have in 
calling up a new motor program [22] or changing 
motor set [23] to override and correct for involuntary 
acceleration. An alterative explanation for the sudden 
decreases in tapping rate seen superimposed on the 
general trend towards acceleration (e.g. Fig. 4) is 
'freezing'. This is considered unlikely, however, 
because the deceleration was abrupt and in no case 
sustained for a period long enough to justify this term. 
It seems more likely that the sudden decelerations 
were a voluntary attempt on the part of the patients to 
return to the intended tapping frequency (which may 
or may not be the same as that of the initiating pacing 
frequency of 2.5 Hz). For example, in most instances in 
Figure 4 the duration of the tap interval during these 
sudden changes approximated to, and was less than 
the 400 ms interval of the initiating tap pacing signal. 
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